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Abstract
The discovery and exploitation of marine bioproducts for research and
commercial development requires access to current resources, technologies and
solutions. European Research Infrastructures have been established to facilitate
such access and in addition, offer solutions to bottlenecks through access to
facilities and expertise. This report introduces a web-based tool to provide
relevant information and links (http://www.embric.eu/node/121). RIs and
associated centres of excellence are presented to build and provide access to
harmonized multidisciplinary workflows that support academic and private sector
users. This enables the identification, networking and integration of existing
capacities (technologies, knowledge and skills) both within and outside the
partnering RIs. It improves the throughput and efficiency of workflows for
discovery of novel marine products and facilitates joint activities to resolve the
major already known and newly identified bottlenecks. The pipeline begins with
sourcing organisms with appropriate properties and demonstrates the
technologies available for the route to useful secondary metabolites,
carbohydrates and proteins.
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1 Introduction
EMBRIC work package 3 Concepts for the discovery and exploitation of marine
products and biomolecules has the objectives to link each participating Research
Infrastructure (RI) and associated centres of excellence to build and provide access
to harmonized multidisciplinary workflows that support academic and private sector
users in the discovery and exploitation of marine bioproducts for research and
commercial development. This includes identifying and facilitating the networking
and integration of existing capacities (technologies, knowledge and skills) both within
and outside the partnering RIs; improving the throughput and efficiency of workflows
for discovery of novel marine products; initiating joint activities to resolve the major
already known and newly identified bottlenecks.
Task 3.1: Community supported identification of gaps and bottlenecks engaged the
partners CABI, FVB, CCMAR, CRBIP, USTAN, HCMR, TAU, UPMC and DSMZ to
analyse the pipeline to identify available mechanisms of delivery and to explore
potential problems. This was done in order to optimize and increase outputs from
biodiscovery processes using marine organisms. This deliverable (D3.1) maps the
specific expertise and resources within the participating RIs and partner institutions
of EMBRIC, examines the completeness of the necessary workflows for key types of
marine bioproducts and identifies crucial bottlenecks. Where possible at this early
stage it demonstrates strategies to overcome the gaps and problems identified. To
complete the task will require feedback from the case studies (WPs 6-8) and
Transnational Access studies (WP10) to be comprehensive.
The resources are presented here in tabular form, listing the offer from each of the
participating RIs and an initial attempt is made to map them to the discovery pipeline
from identifying potential in marine organisms and making this available to develop
innovative and useful products. Some suggestions for potential solutions to identified
bottlenecks are presented, of which some may have to be taken up as new research
avenues beyond EMBRIC. The study has resulted in a web based tool made
available on the EMBRIC web site to enable a user to identify their most appropriate
route to the active compounds they need and where to access the resources,
technologies and expertise to help do so. This tool is dynamic and will be enhanced
and expanded, as EMBRIC progresses and its case studies deliver more knowledge
as well as reflecting interaction with the user community.
Deliverable 3.1 is a first output of EMBRIC work package 3, Concepts for the
discovery and exploitation of marine products and biomolecules. It falls under task
3.1: Community supported identification of gaps and bottlenecks. The objective is to
identify key bottlenecks and gaps in service provision in order to optimize and
increase outputs from biodiscovery processes using marine organisms. Obvious
bottlenecks initially identified were:
• Access to the most appropriate methodologies and technologies
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Loss of resources and time by rediscovery of known and already patented
compounds
• Routes from crude extract assay hits to identifying and purifying bioactive
compounds
• Gaps between the initial identification and final chemical characterization of
compounds
WP3 partners undertook to:
(i)
map the specific expertise and resources within the participating RIs and
partner institutions of EMBRIC;
(ii)
examine the completeness of the necessary workflows for key types of
marine bioproducts and identify crucial bottlenecks; and
(iii)
formulate strategies to overcome such constraints to progress.
•

This task required input and feedback from the case studies (WPs 6-8) and the
Transnational Access (WP10). This is a report on the initial work undertaken in year
1 as the case studies were getting underway and prior to access case reports.

Figure 1. Screen shot of the “web brain” tool mapping the specific expertise
and resources within the participating RIs and partner institutions
The Map of centres of expertise and best practices will remain dynamic as
technologies and approaches in the characterisation and discovery of active
compounds and products develop. The “web brain” tool (Fig. 1) which presents the
pipelines to discovery of carbohydrates, proteins and secondary metabolites is
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available on line to disseminate the information (http://www.embric.eu/node/121) and
will continue to be developed as the EMBRIC project runs and as the partner
Research Infrastructures grow. The early production of this deliverable in the life
span of EMBRIC allows its presentation to the user communities for feedback to
enable EMBRIC to optimise the delivery of resources, services and support needed
in biodiscovery as well as allowing any additional gaps to be noted and addressed.
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2 Elements of the map of centres of expertise and best
practices
2.1 The pipeline
The pipeline for discovery of natural products and new uses from marine organisms
can serve as a model for all organism based discovery pipelines. There are
numerous routes that could be taken in the discovery process and EMBRIC
demonstrates how working with the biological and medical science research
infrastructures can help select the most appropriate ones and thereby accelerate the
process of discovery. A typical workflow begins at the source where there are two
options: i) isolation directly from the environment; or ii) selection from the organisms
already isolated and stored in ex situ biological resource collections such as the
microbial domain Biological Resource Centres (mBRC) coordinated by MIRRI. Thus,
the first question for a potential user is: how does one identify the potential? In some
respects, identifying potential is easier if the organism has been isolated and fully
characterised already, but the question remains: how does one identify the potential
of organisms in the environment that may be difficult to isolate and maintain in the
lab? How can you select the most likely candidates to target and invest in order to
deliver new and useful properties? The purpose of this deliverable is to map current
mechanisms available to help facilitate such choices. The elements identified for
consideration, from source to active molecules, have been determined, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying the potential
Targeting the organisms and sampling regime
Identifying collection targets, the organisms, environment and location
Screening environmental consortia
Isolating the organisms
Identifying the organisms, in axenic mono-culture
Appropriate characterisation for example genomic DNA analysis using NGS
approaches – e.g. total sample DNA for the yet uncultured
Characterisation technology choice and application
Data analysis and use
Scaling up
Extraction
Purification and delivery of chemically defined compounds
Compliance with the regulatory environment

At each level, there are technical issues and potential best practice guidance already
established but additionally there may be several bottlenecks resulting from many
different factors. The issues and bottlenecks could revolve around:
• Getting specific information from companies to enable delivery of their needs
• Dedicated isolation protocols e.g. selective media, to date less than ca. 1% of
all microorganisms can be cultivated (Pan Ming Huang, 2012)
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•

•

•
•

•
•

•

o Batch / Pilot plant fermentation;
o Growth/Fermentation methodologies, bulking up for production
Gaps between the identification and chemical characterization of compounds
o Organism identification
o Assay technology
o Routes from crude extract assay hits to identifying and purifying
bioactive compounds;
Access to the most appropriate methodologies and technologies;
o Immunological ID, NGS (whole sample)
o Sequencing; genome, proteins; metabolomics
o Population/environmental metagenomics
o Bioinformatic tools, data interoperability; Common tools and software;
Loss of resources and time by rediscovery of known and already patented
compounds (i.e. need for optimal de-replication protocols);
Identify bioactive compounds
o Appropriate methodologies/technologies
o Drug / product development and testing
Compliance and Regulation; permissions to collect, legal obligation
Routes to market
o Licensing
o Product marketing
Production

EMBRIC work package 6, Task 6.1 also has the responsibility for the identification of
bottlenecks and solutions and is charged to look for improved routes from novel
bioactive organisms and bioactive extracts to identifying and purifying key bioactives
as either a single compound or a synergistic series of compounds. Task 6 is just
beginning and other European initiatives have been identified that have similar goals,
offering opportunities to collaborate on, for example, exploration of ways to integrate
and mine metabolomic/genomic/metagenomic data. There is also a critical need to
bridge the gap between compound identification and compound chemical
characterisation particularly examining which companies, research groups and
individuals already are developing software and exploring bridging this approach with
genome reading in conjunction with data integration.
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Combining Parallel, Complementary Streams to Speed Discovery
Genomics
Metabolomics
Promising strains (from mBRCs)
Extracts of strains (from mBRCs)
Genome Sequencing and Reading
LC-MSMS and Bioactivity Profiling
Candidate metabolites and clusters identified
Cosmid Library generation, Heterologous Expression
Structural characterization
Compound assessment
Figure 2. EMBRIC work package 6 work flow

Throughout this process, WP6 will draw together the mechanisms to gain access to
the most appropriate methodologies and technologies, exploring cloning and
heterologous expression to reveal bioactives where new hosts may be beneficial.
Work package 6 process is shown in fig. 2. To date the work undertaken has
involved the strategic isolation of biotechnologically useful microbes using a DSMZ
biofilm method, selection of most promising microbes from collections identifying the
need for data collection, integration and mining to pinpoint which strains to pick. The
additional problem that the majority of microorganisms in the environment are yet to
be cultured is compounded by the fact that those from marine environments are
renowned slow growers. DSMZ has the task of developing culturing technologies for
less tractable microbes. Under consideration are iChip technologies (Nichols et al.
2010). This is a high-throughput platform for parallel cultivation and isolation of
previously uncultivated microbial species from a variety of environments. Nichols et
al. designed an isolation chip (ichip) composed of several hundred miniature
diffusion chambers, each inoculated with a single environmental cell. They showed
that microbial recovery in the ichip exceeds manyfold that afforded by standard
cultivation, and the grown species are of significant phylogenetic novelty. The new
method allows access to a large and diverse array of previously inaccessible
microorganisms and is well suited for both fundamental and applied research.
Preventing loss of resource and time by avoiding the re-isolation and rediscovery of
known and already patented compounds remains an issue but essentially requires
access to many disparate data sets some of which are proprietary and inaccessible.
WP6 will work in collaboration with other initiatives with input from EUOPENSCREEN to facilitate early detection of previously known compounds. Access
to the chemistry of the yet to be cultured organisms or those which are difficult to
grow and scale up to a level for production is possible through metagenomics, datahandling and data-mining. There are also numerous growth media, elicitors and
conditions necessary for the optimal production of natural products: this varies from
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one strain to another providing many possibilities for strategies to grow these difficult
organisms and access the required metabalomic data. WP6 will work on improved
routes from initial isolation of bioactive organisms and bioactive extracts through to
identification and purification of key bioactives: as either single compounds or as
synergistic series of compounds. At the present time, it is necessary to bridge the
gap between compound identification and compound chemical characterisation and,
ultimately, gaining access to the most appropriate methodologies and technologies.
Current “state of the art” approaches utilise High Resolution MS and database
comparison, coupled with genome analysis; cloning and heterologous expression
could potentially be used but it is unrealistic to expect the EMBRIC project to solve
this issue unilaterally.
Bouslimani and co-workers (2014) described current, emerging and future
technologies in mass spectrometry of natural products. One of the strengths of mass
spectrometry (MS) is that very small quantities of sample are required and therefore
the ability to gain so much structural information from a single mass spectrum can be
enormously powerful. This approach is particularly relevant with the slow growing
marine organisms and shows why WP6 partners are utilising such methods to
generate information on the selected test strains. Mass spectrometry structural
analysis workflows, are just beginning to emerge, facilitated by major instrumental
advances in the past ten years. Bouslimani and co-workers (2014) demonstrated
emerging imaging MS techniques for spatial mapping of natural products in a
biological sample. They go on to outline the development of new powerful tools for
processing MS data that will allow faster de-replication and structural elucidation of
metabolites, facilitating the screening of new biologically active compounds.
Table 1 maps the available resources, facilities and technologies along with the
bottle necks and their potential solutions for each identified step in the discovery
pipeline.
Table 1: Example Mapping of Resources, Facilities and Technologies
Steps in the
pipeline
Identifying the
potential

Available
Resources/
Facilities/
Technologies
Information on
where to look

Metagenomics
can be used to
assess sample
content;
Proteomics
Metabolomics to
identify chemical
targets

Bottle Necks

Solutions

Information resource or
Knowledge bank to help target
organisms or the sampling
sites; e.g. environmental/
ecosystem data; published
reports
Gaps between the identification
and chemical characterization
of compounds from cultures in
ex situ collections;
Identifying potential in the
environment; Which
organisms? Which genes?
Comprehensive data bases not
available that cover the full
potential of organisms

Establish Knowledge Bank
and link relevant data sets
[e.g. see Milshteyn et al.
(2014)].
Matching genomic study
data with known genes;
Coordinated action to
create data bases;
Develop tools to target
appropriate genes in the
environment e.g. see
Trindade et al. (2015).
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Targeting the
organisms and
sampling regime

Information on
chemical
interactions (e.g.
allelopathic,
grazer defence
metabolites) to
identify bioactive
compounds

Lack of organized data base on
known chemical interactions

Metabarcoding
technology can
characterise the
species
compositions of
mass samples of
environmental
DNA
See sourcing
organisms below

Discovering the target gene
clusters responsible for the
properties the researcher is
interested in

Lack of information on the
chemicals responsible for these
interactions

Organisms not available in
recognised collections; Data
insufficient on isolated strains
to identify potential

Identifying
collection targets
> organisms,
environment and
location

Assay
technology

Organism identification;
Routes from crude extract
assay hits to identifying and
purifying bioactive compounds;

Isolating the
organisms

mBRCs in MIRRI
have expertise in
isolation;

Access to ships to carry out
sampling;
Marine organisms are difficult
to isolate and grow;
Less than 1% of
microorganisms can be
cultivated;
Organisms often work in
consortia, selecting a single
element in this interaction will
miss the full potential

Identifying the
organisms, in
axenic monoculture

Identification
services;
Automated
systems

Organism identification; limits
of commercial databases;
limitation of molecular data for
fungi;
Understanding taxonomic links
can open information sources

Establish data bank on
chemicals that are
implicated in plant-plant
and plant-animal
interactions
Establish data bank of
organisms with suspected
chemical activity
Reliable, verifiable and
efficient monitoring of
biodiversity via
metabarcoding;
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.co
m/doi/10.1111/ele.12162/a
bstract
Screen sets of organisms
targeted through external
data sets such as habitat
and environmental data;
Isolate from Nature; e.g.
see Nichols et al. (2010).
MIRRI to coordinate with
researchers, data
generation and analysis
activities
Coordinated efforts across
and between RIs e.g.
MIRRI, EMBRC and EUOPENSCREEN to identify
and design appropriate
means to get from crude
extracts to pure active
compounds e.g. see
Strobel & Daisy (2003);
Bucar et al. (2013).
Employ “culturomics”
Microbial culturomics:
paradigm shift in the
human gut microbiome
Study. Clin Microbiol Infect
2012; 18: 1185–1193
10.1111/14690691.12023:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.go
v/pubmed/23033984
Engage with individual
researchers, research
networks and societies to
make knowledge available
Coordinate efforts to
sequence target strains
and define species
boundaries, RIs need to
work with research
community and funders
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Genomic DNA
analysis using
NGS approaches
- Total sample
DNA for the yet
uncultured
Characterisation
technologies

Data analysis and
use
Scaling up

Extraction

ESFRI partner
organisation inhouse NGS
systems;
Commercial
Services
See
carbohydrate,
protein and
metabolite
pipelines below
(Table 11)
See ELIXIR
Tools (Table 6
ELIXIR Offer)
Expertise
generally in
SME’s or near to
market research
entities;
Bioindustry in
general outside
ESFRI RI’s
Specific but
disparate
research groups

Purification of
chemically defined
compounds

Several
techniques
available see
Table 11

Compliance with
the regulatory
environment

Community best
practices e.g.
OECD; MIRRI;
International
standards

otherwise not connected;
Establishing genotypes and/or
unique identifiers
Bioinformatics; Analysis

e.g. see Cheng et al.
(2014).

See Table 11 below e.g.
Accessible comprehensive
libraries and data of secondary
metabolites

See Table 11 below e.g.
Open access to databases

Interoperability between data
bases and data sets

RIs to agree common
ontologies;
Select suitable tools
Culturomics (see above);
Gene hunting and
expression in host cells
e.g. see Harvey, (2008),
Trindade et al. (2015).

Organisms from marine
environments are often slow
growers or difficult to grow and
create sufficient biomass

Extraction method limits
compounds available in the
sample for assay

Identifying active component of
extract;
Potentially need different
technologies on the one site to
carry out process efficiently
Access to information on
legislation implementing
practices which are often
country specific;
Identifying appropriate best
practice;
IP regimes

See ELIXIR offer (Table
7);
See MIRRI partner offers
(Table 5)

Microbiological expertise
in MIRRI that can identify
the stage of the life cycle
of the organism or the
triggers to ensure the
target chemistry is
expressed;
Existing data on extraction
methods to be compiled,
analysed and best practice
delivered e.g. see Bucar et
al. (2013); Trindade et al.
(2015).
Utilise current expertise in
EU consortia and RI’s e.g.
EU-OPENSCREEN,
PharmaSea www.pharmasea.eu/
e.g. MIRRI ABS Manual:
MIRRI preparatory phase
deliverable www.mirri.org;
Biosecurity Code of
Conduct Rhode et al.
2013.
http://ijs.sgmjournals.org/content/
63/Pt_7/2374.long
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2.1.1 Sourcing organisms
There are numerous sources for organisms that have already been isolated either
direct from recognised public service collections (or other research institutions) or
direct from individual researchers in the field. If sourcing microorganisms, there are
over 700 collections (mBRCs – microbial domain Biological Resource Centres) from
over 70 countries registered with the World Data Centre for Microorganisms
(WDCM); eighteen of these collections are listed in Table 2 below. It is important that
source collections operate to best practice; those collections that are affiliated to the
World Federation for Culture Collections (WFCC) are obliged to follow WFCC
guidelines (Anon, 2010) whilst many collections, particularly those partner to MIRRI
adopt and implement the OECD Best Practice Guidance for Biological Resource
Centres (OECD, 2007). Of the many quality management systems that are available
to be adopted by mBRCs, the most common choice appears to be International
Standards Organisation (ISO) standards (Martin et al. 2015).
Table 2: microbial domain Biological Resource Centres holding significant
numbers from marine origins
mBRC
Provasoli-Guillard National Center for
Marine Algae and Microbiota, Bigelow
Laboratory for Ocean Sciences
Marine Biological Association Culture
Collection, Marine Biological Association of
the United Kingdom
Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa,
Scottish Association for Marine Science
(SAMS Ltd)
Australian National Algae Culture Collection,
CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric Research
Collection of Marine Microorganisms, G.B.
Elyakov Pacific Institute of Bioorganic
Chemistry, Far-Eastern Branch, Russian
Academy of Sciences
National Collections of Industrial Food and
Marine Bacteria (incorporating the NCFB),
NCIMB Ltd.
Marine Microalgae Culture Collection,
IOUSP
Collection of Marine Biological Germplasm,
Institute of Oceanology, Chinese Academy
of Sciences
Marine Biotechnology Institute Culture
Collection, Marine Biotechnology Institute
China Marine Microbe Collection, Yellow
Sea Fisheries Research Institute of Chinese
Academy of Fishery Sciences
Korea Marine Microalgae Culture Center,
Pukyong National University, Dept. of
Aquaculture
Greek Aquaculture Bacteria, Laboratory of
Ichthyology, Veterinary Medicine, Aristotele
University of Thessaloniki & Laboratory of
Ichthyopathology, Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, University of Thessaly - Institute of
Aquaculture of the Hellenic Center for
Marine Research Athens

WDCM
identifier
CCMP
WDCM2 -

Further information

PLY
WDCM128

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/128/

CCAP
WDCM522

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/522/

ANACC
WDCM532
KMM
WDCM644

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/532/
http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/644/

NCIMB
WDCM653

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/653/

IOUSP
WDCM728
CMBGCAS
WDCM794

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/728/
http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/794/

MBIC
WDCM831
CMMC
WDCM865

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/831/
http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/865/

KMMCC
WDCM894

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/894/

GAB
WDCM908

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/908/

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/2/
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Brazilian Marine Bacteria Collection,
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina
National Facility for Marine Cyanobacteria,
Bharathidasan University
RNAM Center for Marine Microbiology, CAS;
South China Sea Institute of Oceanology,
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Marine Culture Collection of China, The
Third Institute of State Oceanic
Administration (SOA), China
Marine Microorganism Collection, Hong
Kong University of Science & Technology
Blue Biotechnology and Ecotoxicology
Culture Collection, CIIMAR –
Interdisciplinary Centre of Marine and
Environmental Research, University of Porto
Marbank, Havforskningsinstituttet/ Institute
of Marine Research, 9294 Tromsø, Norway.
The Red Sea Research Center, King
Abdullah University of Science and
Technology, Saudi Arabia

BMBC
WDCM910
BDU
WDCM976
CMM-RNAM
WDCM1011

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/910/
http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/976/
http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/1011/

MCCC
WDCM1051

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/1051/

USTCC
WDCM1068
LEGE
WDCM1089

http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/1068/
http://www.wfcc.info/ccinfo/index.php/collection/
by_id/1089/
http://www.imr.no/marbank/marine_products/en
https://rsrc.kaust.edu.sa/Pages/About.aspx

Unfortunately, users of the short list of collections presented in Table 2 could miss
the potentially useful isolates held in other collections and specifically those not
registered with the WDCM. The individual Research Infrastructures of MIRRI and
EMBRIC are growing their networks: MIRRI is bringing together the mBRCs (Table
3) whilst EMBRC (Table 4) is doing the same for the resource holdings in, or related
to, the marine stations of Europe. EMBRIC provides the opportunity for a
coordinated approach to discover and provide an appropriate framework to facilitate
access to these resources. At present, there is no easy way to be able to access the
relevant information that would assist users to find organisms with the properties
they need for their work. Either the data are missing because the organisms remain
uncharacterised or data are hidden and not highly visible (e.g. not digitised). There
undoubtedly is potential in some of these organisms and innovative tools to predict
which ones would be useful rather than screening all strains by every possible
means to discover the desired single chemistry of a single organism.
Table 3: Biological holdings of MIRRI partners
Member mBRC

Type of organism or genetic resource

ACA-DC - Lab. of Dairy Research, Dept. of Food
Science and Human Nutrition, Agricultural
University of Athens (Greece)
BEA - Banco Español de Algas / Spanish Bank of
Algae (Spain)
BRC Toxoplasma - Biological Resource Centre
Toxoplasma (France)
BCCM - Belgian Coordinated Collection of
Microorganisms (Belgium)
CABI - CAB International (UK)
CBS-KNAW - Fungal Biodiversity Centre
(Netherlands)
CCF - Culture Collection of Fungi (Czech
Republic)
CCUG - Culture Collection University of Göteborg
(Sweden)
CCY - The Culture Collection of Yeasts (Slovakia)

Prokaryotes and yeasts
Algae and Cyanobacteria
Protozoa
Prokaryotes, Cyanobacteria, filamentous
fungi, microalgae, plasmids and yeasts
Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts
Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts
Filamentous fungi
Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts
Yeasts
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strains
703
895
1122
66790
29050
72000
3800
40500
3500
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CECT - Spanish Type Culture Collection (Spain)
CIRM - Centre International de Ressouces
Microbiennes (France)
CCMI - Culture Collection of Industrial Importance
Microorganisms (Romania)
CRBIP - Biological Resource Center of Institut
Pasteur (France)
DBVPG - Industrial Yeasts Collection (Italy)
DSMZ - Leibniz-Institut DSMZ - German
Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures
(Germany)
HAMBI - University of Helsinki, Faculty of
Agriculture and Forestry, Division of Microbiology
and Biotechnology (Finland)
IEGM - Regional Specialised Collection of
Alkanotrophic Microorganisms (Russia)
ITEM - Agri-Food Toxigenic Fungi Culture
Collection (Italy)
MSCL - Microbial Strain Collection of Latvia
(Latvia)
MUM - Micoteca da Universidade do Minho
(Portugal)
MUT - Mycotheca Universitatis Taurinensis (Italy)
NCAIM - National Collection of Agricultural and
Industrial Microorganisms (Hungary)
NCTC - National Collection of Type Cultures (UK)
NCYC - National Collection of Yeast Cultures
(UK)
PCM - Polish Collection of Microorganisms
(Poland)
PYCC - Portuguese Yeast Culture Collection
SAG - Culture Collection of Algae at Goettingen
University (Germany)
SCCAP - Scandinavian Culture Collection of
Algae & Protozoa (Denmark)
UMCC - UNIMORE Microbial Culture Collection
(Italy)
VKM - All-Russian Collection of Microorganisms
(Russia)
VTT - VTT Culture Collection of Microorganisms
(Finland)
Total

Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts
Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts

9239
1998

Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts

938

Prokaryotes, Cyanobacteria, filamentous
fungi,
Yeasts
Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts

15450
5900
15884

Prokaryotes and filamentous fungi

3278

Prokaryotes

2014

Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts

11602

Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts

1361

Filamentous fungi

396

Prokaryotes, Filamentous fungi and yeasts
Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts

5340
2312

Prokaryotes
Yeasts

5600
3000

Prokaryotes

2200

Yeasts
Algae

3500
2269

Algae & Protozoa

2066

Prokaryotes and yeasts

2759

Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts

12706

Prokaryotes, filamentous fungi and yeasts

6579
334751

MIRRI is working towards a system that will help target appropriate resources
through dynamic linking of strain data to relevant data sets that can help predict
properties. The MIRRI partners themselves offer many different services to provide
organisms that are fit for purpose (Table 5). Links to the mBRC catalogues:
http://www.mirri.org/user-service/online-catalogues.html and the link to their services:
http://www.mirri.org/user-service/service-offers.html.
RIs need to reach out to
researchers and institutions to ensure relevant data and resources are made visible.
The services of EMBRC (Table 6) and ELIXIR (Table 8) are shown here.
Table 4: Organisms held by EMBRC partners
Member mBRC

Type of organism

Roscoff Culture Collection
Marine Biological Association Culture Collection
of Marine Microalgae
Laboratoire Arago Observatoire Océanologique

Marine microalgae, bacteria and viruses
Marine phytoplankton
Environmental bacteria
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de Banyuls/mer
Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa (CCAP)

Algae and protozoa

2500

2.1.2 Research Infrastructure support services
Table 5: MIRRI partners and their offer (all acronyms are hyperlinked to
resource holder)
Service

Prokaryotes

Yeasts

Filamentous fungi

other types
of
resources

Consultancy
BCCM, CABI, CBS,
(taxonomy,
CCIM, CECT, CIRM,
handling
and CRBIP,
DSMZ,
preservation
of HAMBI,
IEGM,
strains)
MSCL,
NCAIM,
PCM, VKM

BCCM,
CABI,
CBS, CCIM, CCY,
CECT,
CIRM,
DBVPG,
DSMZ,
MSCL,
MUT,
NCAIM,
NCYC,
PYCC, VKM

Consultancy
(topics related to
the
collection's
expertise)

BCCM, CABI, CCIM,
CECT,
CIRM,
CRBIP,
DSMZ,
IEGM, UMCC, VKM

BCCM,
CABI, BCCM, CABI, CCIM, BCCM
CCIM,
CECT, CECT, DSMZ, MUM,
DSMZ,
NCYC, MUT, VKM
PYCC, UMCC

Contract
Research
(content depends
on the provider)

BCCM, CBS, CCIM, CBS, CCIM, CIRM, CBS, CCIM, CIRM,
CIRM,
CRBIP, MSCL,
NCYC, HAMBI, MSCL, MUT,
DSMZ,
MSCL, UMCC, VKM
VKM
UMCC, VKM

Training courses BCCM, CABI, CCIM,
(content depends CECT,
CIRM,
on the provider)
CRBIP,
DSMZ,
IEGM, UMCC, VKM

BCCM, CABI, CBS, BCCM,
CCIM, CCF, CECT, DSMZ
CIRM,
DSMZ,
HAMBI,
ITEM,
MSCL, MUM, MUT,
NCAIM, VKM

BCCM,
CABI, BCCM, CABI, CBS,
CBS,
CCIM, CCIM, CECT, DSMZ,
CECT,
DBVPG,
DSMZ,
NCYC,
PYCC, UMCC

http://www.mirri.org/user-service/service-offers.html
BCCM: Belgian Co-ordinated Collections of Micro-organisms, Belgium: http://bccm.belspo.be/
CABI: CAB International, United Kingdom: https://www.cabi.org/
CBS: Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures; Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van
Wetenschappen - KNAW-CBS, Netherlands www.cbs.knaw.nl/
CCIM: Culture Collection of Industrial Microorganisms, Poland: http://www.ibprs.pl/english-version
CCF: Culture Collection of Fungi, Charles University, Prague:
https://www.natur.cuni.cz/biology/botany/?set_language=en/culture-collection-fungi-ccf
CCYC: Culture Collection of Yeasts (CCY), Institute of Chemistry, Slovak Academy of Sciences:
http://www.ccy.sk/index.php/en/sluzby
CECT: Colección Española de Cultivos Tipo, Universitat de Valencia (UVEG), Spain: www.cect.org/
CIRM: Centre for Microbial Resources, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique INRA France:
https://www6.inra.fr/cirm_eng/
CRBIP: Institut Pasteur, France: https://research.pasteur.fr/en/team/biological-resources-center/
DBVPG: Industrial Yeasts Collection, Department of Agricultural, Food and Environmental Science,
Perugia, Italy: http://www.dbvpg.unipg.it/index.php/en/services
DSMZ : Leibniz-Institut DSMZ-Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen Und Zellkulturen GMBH*
Germany: https://www.dsmz.de/
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HAMBI: University of Helsinki, Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry, Division of Microbiology and
Biotechnology, Finland: http://www.helsinki.fi/hambi/HAMBI_eng/servic_eng/index.html
IEGM: Institute of Ecology and Genetics of Microorganisms, Russia: http://www.iegm.ru/
ITEM: Agro-Food Microbial Culture Collection of ISPA (Institute of Sciences and of Food Production),
Italy: http://server.ispa.cnr.it/ITEM/Collection/
MSCL: Microbial Strain Collection of Latvia: http://mikro.daba.lv/anglju/
MUM: Micoteca da Universidade do Minho UMinho-MUM, Portugal: www.micoteca.deb.uminho.pt/
MUT: Universita Degli Studi di Torino, Italy: http://www.mut.unito.it/en/Servizi
NCAIM: National Collection of Agricultural and Industrial Microorganisms (Corvinus University of
Budapest), Hungary: http://www.infect-era.eu/infrastructures/national-collection-agriculturaland-industrial-micro-organisms-corvinus-university
NCYC: National Collection of Yeast Cultures, UK: http://www.ncyc.co.uk/services/
PCM: Polish Collection of Microorganisms, Ludwik Hirszfeld Institute of Immunology and Experimental
Therapy (IIET) of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Wrocław:
http://www.iitd.pan.wroc.pl/en/PCM/About.html
PYCC: Portuguese Yeast Culture Collection, Portugal: http://pycc.bioaware.com/DefaultInfo.aspx?Page=Home
UMCC: Unimore Microbial Culture Collection, Italy: http://www.umcc.unimore.it/
VKM: Institut of the Russian Academy of Sciences Skryabin, Institute of Biochemistry and Physiology
of Microorganisms (RAS), Russian Federation: http://www.vkm.ru/Catalogue.htm

EMBRC partners and their offer
Based on the current configuration of EMBRC national nodes, an outlay of projected
EMBRC laboratories is shown in Figure 3.
As outlined in table 6 EMBRC will provide several categories of services:
•
•
•

Access to marine biological resources (natural and engineered, from genes to cell
factories to whole organisms);
Access to state-of-the-art knowledge, data and know-how on marine bioresources
(including cultivation, breeding and manipulation and bio-refining) ;
Access to analytical services, particularly in the domain of marine genomics.

Figure 3 Distribution of EMBRC national nodes
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Links to EMBRC national nodes
Belgian Node:
Spanish Node:
French Node:
Greek Node:
Israeli Node:
Italian Node:
Norwegian Node:
Portuguese Node:
UK Node:

EMBRC-BE
EMBRC-ES
EMBRC-FR
EMBRC-GR
EMBRC-IL
EMBRC-IT
EMBRC-NO
EMBRC-PO
EMBRC-UK

Table 6: Services provided by EMBRC facilities
Service

Detail
Physical access: Research Vessels; Scientific Diving

Ecosystem
Access

Access to data; time series of marine species and habitats
Access to local expertise: Visiting users will benefit from local knowledge
for species identification, collection and biological information, along with
habitat and ecosystems characterisation
Training
Platform

Foster the training of both staff and users of the infrastructure

Technology
Platforms

Aquarium and Culture platforms: Aquaria and culture facilities for both
micro- and macroorganisms
Imaging and Microscopy platforms
Omics platforms: e.g. understanding phylogenetic and evolutionary
processes, developmental biology and signaling.

Biological
Resources

EMBRC will supply both collected and cultured organisms, which will be
made available through direct and remote access (shipment) see Table 4
above

E-Infrastructure

A common e-infrastructure for processing, curating, analyzing and storing
marine data

Supporting
Facilities

•Work and office space
•Libraries
•Teaching facilities
•Lecture and conference facilities
•Restaurants and catering facilities
•Housing

Table 7 provides examples of the macro-biological resources available at EMBRC facilities,
organized according to the status of genomic information attached to them, namely existing,
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emerging or potential genomic models. With the development of genomic resources, one will
be able to reconstruct metabolic pathways with bioinformatics approaches.
Among those, marine plants (algae) deserve a special mention. They have emerged as
independent lineages from land plants and animals, ca. 1500 million years ago, featuring
unique metabolites. Extensive research is being conducted on deciphering the structure and
biological function of primary and secondary metabolites from algal biomass (WP3).
Applications are being developed for the production of biomaterials and biofuels, and of
biomolecules for use in health care and nutrition for humans, as well as for use as immunemodulators in agriculture and aquaculture. This is prompting the development of seaweedbased bio-refineries (e.g., the project GENIALG which was just accepted in response to the
Call H2020 - BG- 2016 - 1, BG 1).
There is, however, the need to improve techniques for the isolation, characterization,
identification and bioprofiling of such an enormous potential of renewable bioresources. In
addition, the capacity to metabolically engineer unicellular algae to produce endogenous or
heterologous compounds of interest has been markedly increased with the development of
new methods for genome engineering. These technologies need to be extended to fully
unlock the potential of marine algae as cell factories (WP7).

Table 7. Examples of the macro-biological resources available at EMBRC
facilities
Species

Existing
cultivation
know-how

Ectocarpus siliculosus
Chondrus crispus
Ciona intestinalis
Strongylocentrotus
purpuratus
Ostreococcus tauri
Phaeodactylum
tricornutum
Emiliania huxleyi

Scientific impact
across Europe
and abroad

Availability
of
genomic resources

Biological,
ecological,
economic
relevance

EXISTING GENOMIC MODELS
++
Complete genome
2008
++
++
Complete genome
2008
++
+++
Complete genome
++
++
Complete genome

+++

+++
+++

++
++

Complete genome
Complete genome

++
+++

+++

+++

Complete genome
2008
EMERGING GENOMIC MODELS
++
Complete genome
+++
Complete genomes
in progress
+++
Complete
transcriptome
++
High
++
None

+++

++

Zostera marina
Laminariales

+
++

Aplysia spp.

++

Paracentrotus lividus
Branchiostoma
lanceolatum
Scyliorhinus canicula
Petromyzon marinus

++
++
++
+

++
++

Dicentrarchus labrax
Sparus aurata
Stylophora pistillata
Myxine glutinosa

+++
+++
+
+

+++
+++
++
+++

High
Complete
transcriptome
Medium
Medium
None
Medium
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Balanus improvisus
Gracilaria sp.
Asparagopsis spp.
Fucales spp.
Arochaete operculata
Caulerpa sp.
Posidonia oceanica
Crepidula fornicata
Sepia officinalis
Octopus vulgaris
Symsagyttifera
roscoffensis
Ditrupa arietina
Solea senegalensis
Asterias rubens
Amphiura filiformis
Phaeocystis globosa

+++

+++
Medium
POTENTIAL GENOMIC MODELS
++
++
Low
++
+
None
++
++
Low
++
+
None
++
++
None
++
Low
+
+
Medium
++
+++
Medium
++
Low
+
++
Low

+++

+
+++
++
++
+++

++
+++
++
+
+++

+
+++
+++
+++
+++

None
None
Low
Medium
Low

Table 8: ELIXIR offer
Service

Detail

Tools
and Gateway to databases and tools for life science data analysis
Data Services https://bio.tools/
Registry
Tools
and Provided by the partner Nodes
Databases
EMBL-EBI:

The European Nucleotide Archive (ENA): a member of the International
Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration, contains all the nucleotide
sequences in the public domain and consolidates data from EMBL-Bank, the
European Trace Archive and the Sequence Read Archive
UniProt produces and maintains automatic and manually curated
annotation of all publicly available protein sequences and serves these to
users through various interfaces. UniProt is the central hub in integration of
biomolecular databases and a joint effort of EMBL-EBI with the SIB Swiss
Institute of Bioinformatics and PIR in the USA.
The Protein Data Bank in Europe (PDBe) is the European part of the
wwPDB for the collection, organisation and dissemination of data on
biological macromolecular structures.
Pfam is a large collection of protein families, each represented by multiple
sequence alignments and hidden Markov models (HMMs). Proteins are
generally composed of one or more functional regions, commonly termed
domains. Different combinations of domains give rise to the diverse range of
proteins found in nature. The identification of domains that occur within
proteins can therefore provide insights into their function
Ensembl produces and maintains automatic and manually curated
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Service

Detail
annotation on selected eukaryotic genomes. It is integrated with several
other important molecular resources, for example UniProt, and can be
accessed programmatically or through a web browser. Ensembl is
developed as a joint project between EMBL-EBI and the Wellcome Trust
Sanger Institute
The Gene Ontology (GO) project is a collaborative effort to address the
need for consistent descriptions of gene products across databases. The
GO project has developed three structured, controlled vocabularies
(ontologies) that describe gene products in terms of their associated
biological processes, cellular components and molecular functions in a
species-independent manner
InterPro classifies proteins into families and predicts the presence of
important domains and sites
IntEnz is a database of enzyme nomenclature that also provides enzyme
classifications based on the nature of catalysed reactions. IntEnz is
produced in collaboration with the SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics
ArrayExpress is a MIAME-standard compliant resource that stores
functional genomics experiments performed using RNA-Seq/ChIP-Seq and
array-based technologies
ChEBI (Chemical Entities of Biological Interest) is a dictionary of small
molecular entities. It is manually annotated and provides a chemical
ontology to describe small molecules, including their biological and chemical
roles
IntAct provides a freely available, open source database system and
analysis tools for molecular interaction data
PRIDE (The Proteomics Identifications Database) is a standardscompliant, public repository for proteomics data. It contains protein and
peptide identifications and their associated supporting evidence
Reactome is a free, open-source, curated and peer reviewed pathway
database. Its goal is to provide intuitive bioinformatics tools for the
visualization, interpretation and analysis of pathway knowledge to support
basic research, genome analysis, modeling, systems biology and education
BioModels is a database of published mathematical models describing
biological processes
The European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA) allows users to explore
datasets from numerous genotype experiments including case-control,
population and family studies that are supplied by a range of data providers
The Ontology Lookup Service (OLS) provides a web service interface to
query multiple ontologies from a single location with a unified output format
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Service

Detail
Ensembl Genomes is a portal providing access to genome-scale data from
bacteria, protists, fungi, plants and invertebrate metazoa, through a unified
set of interactive and programmatic interfaces based on the Ensembl
software platform
The Expression Atlas allows users to search for gene expression changes
measured in various cell types, organism parts, and disease states. It
represents a curated subset of the ArrayExpress and GEO Archive
experiments
ChEMBL is a database of bioactive compounds that focuses on interactions
between small molecules and their macromolecular targets, including
medicinal chemistry, clinical development and therapeutics data
EBIMetagenomics is an automated pipeline for the analysis and archiving
of metagenomic data
The Enzyme Portal integrates publicly available information from: the
UniProt Knowledgebase; the Protein Data Bank in Europe; Rhea, a
database of enzyme- catalyzed reactions; Reactome; IntEnz, a resource
with enzyme nomenclature information; ChEBI; ChEMBL; Cofactor and
MACiE
EuropePMC contains over 3 million full text life science research articles, of
which over 900 000 are open access, and combines these with 30 million
abstracts from PubMed and other sources. It also includes ORCIDs, article
and data citation information, links to data, text-mining tools and grant
information
MetaboLights is a database for metabolomics experiments and derived
information
The Rfam database is a collection of RNA families, each represented by
multiple sequence alignments, consensus secondary structures and
covariance models (CMs)
BioSample is a database of reference samples and samples associated with
molecular assays

EU-OPENSCREEN Offer

EU-OPENSCREEN supports the development of novel chemical research tools for
the Life Sciences community by providing pan-European open access to the most
advanced technologies, chemical and biological resources, and expertise. It offers all
services including:
• Access to a unique European compound collection containing commercial as
well as proprietary compounds collected from chemists from all over Europe;
• High-throughput screening of this collection for the discovery of bioactive
substances (so-called ‘hit’ compounds) carried out by a network of state-ofthe-art high-throughput screening facilities;
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•
•

•
•

Chemical optimization of these preliminary ‘hits’ to translate them into
valuable (i.e. selective, potent) research tools;
Broad compound profiling services for comprehensive characterisation (e.g.
physicochemical and biological properties) for these research tools before
they are widely utilised by the scientific community;
IT services to support the development process and data availability;
Training and education activities for platform staff and users to improve the
quality of research.

Table 9: EU-OPENSCREEN partner networks on Chemical Biology
(http://eu-openscreen.eu/index.php?id=129)
Country

National network

Austria

Austrian PLACEBO

Belgium

Flemish Network on Chemical Biology

Czech Republic

CZ-OPENSCREEN and Czech ChemGen

Denmark

Danish Chemical Biology Initiative

Finland

Drug Discovery and Chemical Biology network Finland

France

French Chimiothèque Nationale, Réseau Nationale de Criblage

Germany

ChemBioNet Germany

Greece

OPENSCREEN-GR

Hungary

Hungarian Chemical Biology Net

Italy

Collezione Nazionale dei Composti Chimici e Centro Screening

Netherlands

Dutch Chemical Library Program

Norway

NOR-OPENSCREEN

Poland

POL-OPENSCREEN

Romania

Romanian Chemical Biology Net

Spain

ChemBioBank Spain

Sweden

Chemical Biology Consortium Sweden

EU-OPENSCREEN builds upon 16 partner networks on Chemical Biology (Table 9)
and will be established as a European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC).
Table 10 lists Screening and Chemistry Sites from EU-OPENSCREEN Partner
networks. Some of these will become EU-OPENSCREEN Partner sites in 2017 or in
the following year(s), others will stay connected more loosely via the Networks of
future member or non-member countries. As an ‘open’ consortium, EUOPENSCREEN aims to embrace local service sites and thereby to offer a wide
range of expertise. The partner sites implement all experimental Chemical Biology
services (e.g. screening, chemical optimisation of compounds, management of the
compound collection) necessary for the implementation of the accepted tool
development projects. These affiliated groups will remain embedded in their host
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universities, public or private research institutions or private companies, and sign a
service agreement with the EU-OPENSCREEN-ERIC.
Table 10: EU-OPENSCREEN Screening and Chemistry Centres from Partner
Networks
(For specification of expertise and equipment please see Partner Site Map at http://euopenscreen.eu/index.php?id=212)
Screening Centres / Biology Platforms

Country

ChemBioNet-HZI

Germany

Chemical Biology Center

Hungary

Chemical Biology Consortium Sweden, Department of Chemistry, Umeå
Universitet

Sweden

Chemical Biology Platform FMP

Germany

Chemical Biology Unit at the Institute for International Health, Immunology and
Microbiology (CBU-ISIM)

Denmark

CZ-OPENSCREEN: National Infrastructure for Chemical Biology

Czech Republic

EPFL Biomolecular Screening Facility (BSF) & Academic Chemical Screening
Platform for Switzerland (ACCESS)

Switzerland

FIMM High Throughput Biomedicine Unit

Finland

Hit Discovery Constance GmbH

Germany

IBAR Institute of Biochemistry

Romania

IMB PAS Screening Laboratory for Anti-viral and Anti-bacterial Compounds

Poland

ImmuDrug

Germany

Institute of Molecular and Translational Medicine

Czech Republic

IRBM Science Park S.p.A

Italy

Kinase Inhibitor Specialized Screening Facility

France

Laboratories for Chemical Biology Karolinska Institutet (LCBKI), Chemical Biology
Consortium Sweden (CBCS)

Sweden

Lead Discovery Center GmbH

Germany

Leipzig University Screening Center

Germany

MEDINA High-Throughput Screening Platform

Spain

NOR-OPENSCREEN - Biorecognition group

Norway

NOR-OPENSCREEN - MARBIO

Norway

NOR-OPENSCREEN - The Chemical Biology Screening Platform at the
Biotechnology Centre of Oslo

Norway

OPENSCREEN-GR

Greece

PICT (Plateforme Intégrée de Criblage de Toulouse/Toulouse Integrated
Screening Platform)

France

Pivot Park Screening Centre

Netherlands
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Screening Facility University Konstanz

Germany

Screening Platform of Centro Investigación Príncipe Felipe (CIPF)

Spain

ScreeningPort

Germany

SINTEF HTS-Facility

Norway

Technology Development Studio

Germany

Uppsala Drug Optimization and Pharmaceutical Profiling Facility (UDOPP)

Sweden

USEF Screening Unit

Spain

VIB Compound Screening Facility

Belgium

Wohl Institute for Drug Discovery

Israel

Chemistry Centres / Platforms
Department for Chemistry, University of Köln

Germany

Department of Chemistry, University of Oslo

Norway

Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Barcelona

Spain

German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ)

Germany

Institute for Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry

Germany

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)

Germany

Leibniz-Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP), Medicinal Chemistry

Germany

Parc Científic de Barcelona

Spain

Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Spain

University of Leipzig, Institute for Organic Chemistry

Germany

University of Medicine and Pharmacy "Carol Davila"

Romania

University and Center of Biomolecular and Cellular Engineering

Czech Republic

The problems associated with sourcing organisms from the environment are
numerous and begin with the difficulties in growing or maintaining some of the
organisms in the laboratory. Again, identifying the potential before investing
resources in characterisation is a problem and success in discovery programmes is
reliant on targeting the organisms and establishing optimum sampling regimes.
Some of the issues (as defined earlier) are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying collection targets > organisms, environment and location
Isolating the organisms
Identifying the organisms, in axenic mono-culture
Genomic DNA analysis using NGS approaches - Total sample DNA for the
yet uncultured
Characterisation technologies
Data analysis and use
Scaling up
Extraction
Chemically defined compounds
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•
•

Purification
Check product status under Nagoya
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3 Bottlenecks and solutions
3.1 Bottlenecks
There are several bottlenecks to overcome in the pipeline from source to active
molecule discovery and some of these already have solutions or approaches
developed to overcome them. The ESFRI Research Infrastructures have partners
working in many of these areas and can offer support in overcoming them. Some
examples are described here.
For example, one of the key issues is which organism should be targeted for the
desired property; how can potential be identified from communities of unknown
organisms? Even if the organism has been isolated and identified, do the same
species from different sources have the same potential? It is apparent that the
environment of a microorganism influences its chemistry and behaviour enormously,
thereby enabling predictions on its properties to be made from environmental data.
The GPS location of an organism also provides considerable information about it if
there are data on habitats and substrates, weather and climate conditions etc. also
linked to the same GPS location. Generally, searches begin with metagenomics,
analysis of total DNA from environmental studies. Where particular genes are
known, e.g. for the production of active compounds, these can be detected and such
approaches are useful when the search is for known chemistry.
Other such bottlenecks might be:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Avoidance of duplication; i.e. rediscovery of known organisms and
compounds; Targeting those with most potential
Ensuring compliance with legislation, Prior Informed Consent (PIC) required
to collect and handle, engagement with National Focal points (NFPs);
Differences in Biosecurity legislation cross border
Accessing the yet to be cultured; Identification - naming
Lack of taxonomists; incomplete data bases
Bioinformatics needs
Specialist expertise required; Data not commonly available or shared
Lack of pilot plant facilities - many lie within commercial organisations, high
costs, requires specialist biofermentation scientists
Purification and maintenance have high cost requirement; fine chemical
libraries are expensive to maintain and run; need for de-replication and
avoidance of rediscovering known chemicals
Risk of already patented compound and / or other prior art
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3.2 Solutions/Tasks
Many of the identified issues or bottlenecks have recognised solutions or are being
tackled. It is essential that the ESFRI Research Infrastructures highlight what these
might be and where they are being worked upon in order not to waste resources and
to speed up the process of discovery. Some of these approaches involve:
• Data mining of species/strain properties
• Keeping abreast of changes in maritime law i.e. addressing waters outside
national jurisdiction; Follow best practice prepared for terrestrial and territorial
waters
• Developing best practice; engaging expert platforms
• Enabling sound de-replication technologies/mechanisms; access to
specialists
• Building expert platforms
• Lists of organisation offering services in the identification and identification of
chemicals - The Resource Map
• Pooled expertise, common databases
• Common access to facilities as part of network
• Implementing best practice in selection and de-replication
• Best practice / methodology for techniques widely available; need for QC
checks
Table 11: Available technologies
Technology
Antibodies for carbohydrates

Examples of where these are
available
See EU-OPENSCREEN
Screening and Chemistry
Centres

Assay technology, Spectrophotometry,
GFP / fluorescence methods

EU-OPENSCREEN

RT² Profiler PCR Arrays for gene
expression analysis of targeted cell
death, inflammation and antioxidant
pathways

EMBRC, e.g. SZN

Chemical probes

EU-OPENSCREEN e.g. HZI Helmholtz Centre for Infection
Research;
http://www.chemicalprobes.org
/

Specific Use
Antibodies to
carbohydrate antigens
are critical for the study
of bacteria cell-cell
adhesion interactions; for
the analysis of viral,
hormone, and toxin
receptors; analysis of the
glycosylation of
recombinant proteins
High-throughput
screening for early stage
discovery
Identification of signalling
pathways targeted by
marine natural products
for their potential
therapeutic applications
(e.g. anticancer, antiinflammatory, antineurodegerative)
To establish the
relationship between a
molecular target with
which it interacts and the
broader biological
consequences of
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CNMR - Carbon-13 Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance

EMBRIC e.g. USTAN University of St. Andrews

Cosmid/ BAC/PAC library generation

EMBRIC e.g. USTAN

GC-MS - Gas Chromatography Mass
Spectrometry

See EU-OPENSCREEN
Screening and Chemistry
Centres

Generation of novel vectors for gene
sequence to protein
HNMR - High Resolution Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance
HPLC - High Performance Liquid
Chromatography

EMBRIC e.g. USTAN

HSQC - Heteronuclear Single Quantum
Coherence

EMBRC e.g. USTAN

Identification of the biosynthetic cluster
encoding
LC-MS - Liquid chromatography–mass
spectrometry

EMBRIC e.g. USTAN

Mode of action analysis for isolated and
structurally characterized compounds

EU-OPENSCREEN e.g. HZI

Morphological keys and intelligent
software, lucid,
Mutant generation and sequencing

EMBRIC e.g. USTAN

EU-OPENSCREEN e.g. HZI

NOESY - Nuclear Overhauser Effect
Spectroscopy

EMBRIC e.g. USTAN

Phenotypic assays

EU-OPENSCREEN e.g. HZI

Peptide arrays
Programme to unlock silent clusters

EU-OPENSCREEN e.g. HZI
EMBRIC e.g. USTAN

Sanger sequencing of known regions
e.g. Cox, ITS, 16s, 18s;,
NGS

MIRRI e.g. CABI, DSMZ
Numerous sites within

modulating the target in
cells or organisms.
Allows the identification
of carbon atoms in an
organic molecule
To identify candidate
genes stemming from
functional traits
Crude extracts,
environmental samples
(solvent extracted and
treated), complex
mixtures of chemicals
may be separated,
identified and quantified
The identification of
novel transcripts
Chemical structure
determination
Used to separate,
identify, and quantify
each component in a
mixture
NMR spectroscopy of
organic molecules and is
of particular significance
in the field of protein
NMR. Used to determine
chemical structure
Target novel activities
Differentiate chemical
mixtures on the basis of
mass
Help researchers and
technologists to identify
potential
Identification of
organisms
Modification of
expression to generate
products
Characterizing and
refining organic chemical
structures
Targeting potential
source organisms
Enzyme profiling
Unlocking the Potential
of Bacterial Gene
Clusters to Discover New
Antibiotics e.g.
Seyedsayamdost, M. R.
(2014).
Bar-coding; identification
of organisms
sequence and annotate
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EMBRC, ELIXIR and MIRRI

Raman Spectroscopy
MALDI-tof

Numerous sites within
EMBRC, ELIXIR and MIRRI

genomes at a much
faster rate; study
variation, expression and
DNA binding at a
genome-wide level
Measuring the Chemical
Identity and Structure of
Materials
Matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization
(MALDI) is a soft
ionization technique used
in mass spectrometry,
allowing the analysis of
biomolecules
(biopolymers such as
DNA, proteins, peptides
and sugars) and large
organic molecules (such
as polymers, dendrimers
and other
macromolecules),

Bioassays are a critical component of biologicals drug discovery and development.
With increasingly complex biological modalities coming to market, including those
with multiple mechanisms, accurate biological measurements are crucial. Strategies
for biologics with multiple modes of action are required where assay selection,
validation, transfer, and maintenance, with an emphasis on molecules with complex
mechanisms, are crucial.
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Table 12: Secondary metabolite, carbohydrate and protein pipelines in EMBRIC: Techniques / Best practices, Bottlenecks,
Solutions, and Availability of Persons & Institutions compound bio-discovery process
1) Secondary metabolite Pipeline
Techniques/ Best practices

Bottlenecks and impact

Solutions

Availability - Person/Institute

Best practice for preparing
secondary metabolite enriched
extracts

Little connection between marine
biologist – natural product chemist

Stimulate connectivity by networking; HZI/HIPS, Natural product
Collection of SOPs & Best Practices
chemists (TBD), Mohamed
Mehiri
(Marine
natural
products
team,
UNS);
HZI/HIPS, Natural product
chemists
(TBD);
UKNCC
Biological Resource Manual
Smith et al 2001;

Best practice development in
discovery and de-replication of
compounds

Accessible comprehensive libraries
and data of secondary metabolites

Open access to databases

Natural
(TBD),

product

chemists

Mohamed Mehiri (Marine
natural products team, UNS);
Compound lead: Comparison
with
known
compounds,
compounds
profiles
in
databases.
Rebecca
Goss
(University of St Andrews)
N.B. new software to more
efficiently automate such
processes is being developed
by Marcel Jaspars, Aberdeen
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Genome lead: from reading
the
genome
previously
unknown compounds may be
identified and pursued by
methods such as co-culturing
or heterologous expression.
See Goss, Natural Product
Reports ,
2016 DOI:
10.1039/C5NP00111K Rebecca
Goss
(University
of
St
Andrews)
Techniques for 3-D structural
determination of new compounds

Lack of information/capability in 3-D
identification and characterization of
compounds

Provide list of experts, institutions and
organisations offering services in the
characterisation of chemicals, chemical
degradation, circular dichroism, partial
chemical synthesis

Mohamed Mehiri (Marine
natural products team, UNS);
Gordon Florence (University of
St Andrews) – through
spectroscopic characterisation
and total synthesis
Rebecca Goss (University of St
Andrews) through combining
spectroscopic characterisation
and genome reading

Collection of organisms and QC à
WP2

Lack of knowledge regarding new
techniques for culturing, long-term
preservation, use of deep-water
organisms, etc.

Development and dissemination of
variety culture techniques (e.g. stationary
vs rotating cultures, different oxygenation
levels, various pressure degrees, low
nutrient level media1, co-cultures1, use of
sub-lethal antibiotic levels1)
Access to scientific marine collection
operations (using technical dives, ROVs or
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submersibles); Best practices guidelines
and ISO norm1
Organism selection

Intra-isolate variability due to axenic – Metabolome-based
but not monosporic – lines; or differences
variability due to environmental (i.e.
media-related) differences

Production processes

Unreliable supply of biomass often
encountered with marine organisms

batch

Mark Brönstrup,
OPENSCREEN)

HZI

Development of novel production
processes including the heterologous
expression of cloned or chemicallysynthesized metabolite synthesis gene
clusters

Jörg Overmann,
Lepleux, DSMZ ;

Cendrella

Development of new protocols to
maximise production (e.g. controlled
conditions of growth in photobioreactors
in the case of microalgae)

Adrianna Ianora and team
(SZN)

Best practice development for the
optimization of metabolites of
interest

Variability of metabolites due to
culturing conditions

Best Practice in the development
of QC checks in the production of
compounds.

Need for QC checks in production of Implementing
compounds.
(Best
practice
/ checks.
methodology for techniques widely
available.)

Quality control, maintenance of
sufficient supply, and distribution
of pure isolated marine secondary
metabolites

Ensuring quality control, maintenance
of sufficient supply, and distribution of
pure isolated marine secondary
metabolites
for
seamless
incorporation
into
open-source
European collections.

Bioprofiling technologies

Access

to

standard

bioprofiling

Best

check

Practice

of

for

(EU-

Rebecca Goss (University of St
Andrews)
…

QC

N.N./Phil Gribbon - EUOPENSCREEN
compound
management. Mark Brönstrup,
HZI (EU-OPENSCREEN)

Access to Standard Operating Procedures
and best practices (quality control,
maintenance of sufficient supply, and
distribution of pure isolated marine
secondary metabolites) as part of
network

N.N./Phil Gribbon
- EUOPENSCREEN
compound
management.

Access to service companies, academic
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Mark
Nazare
(Chembionet,
OPENSCREEN)

–

FMP
EU-

Mark Brönstrup,
OPENSCREEN)

HZI

(EU-

Companies

(TBD);

Mark
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expertise and capacities. (Existing/no
bottlenecks).

facilities in Europe, Australia, …

Brönstrup,
OPENSCREEN)

Bioactivity screening

Limited availability
platforms

Broad Spectrum Biotesting

Feeding in
campaigns

optimization

(EU-

of

screening

Access to service companies, academic
facilities in Europe, Australia, …

Companies
(TBD);
Mark
Brönstrup,
HZI
(EUOPENSCREEN);
Adrianna
Ianora and team (SZN)

continuing

screening

Access to facilities as part of network.

EU-OPENSCREEN partners (to
be specified)

Lack of access to Standard Operating
Procedures and best practices
Chemical
hit
technologies

HZI

Lack of access to chemical hit
optimization facilities, MedChem
Experts, Natural Product Chemists

CRBIP

Provide access to
optimization/medicinal
facilities

chemical hit MedChem Experts,
chemistry Product Chemists
Mark Brönstrup,
OPENSCREEN)

Natural

HZI

(EU-

Mohamed Mehiri (Marine
natural products team, UNS);
Rebecca Goss and Gordon
Florence(University
of
St
Andrews)
Mapping
of
secondary
metabolites of marine organisms

Lack of a larger reference database

Best practices on
biological resources

Setbacks to declare the use of Working together with WP2 (task 2.3).
secondary metabolites in research Using as a basis the guidelines developed
projects due to the implementation of under the MIRRI project to comply with
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the Nagoya Protocol

the Nagoya Protocol1

1

CRBIP; CABI

2) Protein - Pipeline
Techniques

Bottlenecks

Solutions

Availability - Person/Institute

Structural modelling

Missing or unknown capacities for
structural modelling.

Development of a strategy for integration Deborah M Power/ Liliana Anjos
of existing capacities for protein prediction (EMBRIC - CCMAR)
from genomic data.
Nils Peder Willassen (UiT)...

Heterologous expression.

Optimised heterologous high-yield
expression systems for proteins of
marine organisms.

Map the use of heterologous expression
systems and their application for marine
proteins.

Deborah M Power/ Liliana Anjos
(EMBRIC - CCMAR)
Mirjam Czjzek, Roscoff
Huanting Liu/
(USTAND)

Isolation,
structural
proteins.

purification
and
characterization
of

Isolation, purification, storage methods
and structural characterization of
proteins.

Match skills and capacities for an
advanced high throughput gene-cloning
pipeline based on prokaryotic and
eukaryotic
vector
systems
and
methodology

Naismith

Protein purification systems, storage and Deborah M Power/ Liliana Anjos
availability of methods for structural (EMBRIC - CCMAR)
characterisation.
Mirjam Czjzek, Roscoff
Huanting Liu
(USTAND)

Prokaryotic and eukaryotic vector
systems and methodology.

Jim

/Jim

Naismith

Match skills and capacities for an advanced Deborah M Power/ Liliana Anjos
high throughput gene-cloning pipeline (EMBRIC - CCMAR)
based on prokaryotic and eukaryotic vector Mirjam Czjzek, Roscoff
systems and methodology.
Huanting Liu/ Jim Naismith
(USTAND)
...
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Bioassays for functional testing.

Missing or unknown capacities for
bioassay development.

Map and develop research platforms on
bioassay development (scope EMBRIC
members and in general.

Deborah M Power/ Liliana Anjos
(EMBRIC - CCMAR)
Mirjam Czjzek Roscoff
...

Protein and synthetic pathway
engineering.

Identify challenges and define novel
approaches for protein and synthetic
pathway engineering.

Implementing emerging and cutting-edge
technologies in synthetic biology.

…

Reconstruction of biosynthetic
pathways from marine organisms
in vitro.

Missing or unknown capacities for
reconstruction of biosynthetic pathways
from marine organisms in vitro.

Reconstruction of biosynthetic pathways
from marine organisms in vitro (long term
aim).

Huanting
(USTAND)

Standard Operating
and best practices.

Lack of access to Standard Operating
Procedures and best practices.

Access to Standard Operating Procedures Deborah M Power/ Liliana Anjos
and best practices (for cloning, expression, (EMBRIC - CCMAR)
purification and protein characterisation)
Huanting
Liu/Jim
Naismith
(USTAND)

Bottlenecks

Solutions

Procedures

Liu/Jim

Naismith

3) Carbohydrate - Pipeline
Techniques
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Bioinformatics, …

Missing knowledge on structural and
biological
functions
of
marine
carbohydrates.
Lack of knowledge
pathways

Techniques for
characterization
carbohydrates

Isolation and
of
marine

metabolic

Bioinformatics prediction of metabolic Mirjam Czjzek, Roscoff
pathways

isolation
and
of
marine

Provide
list
of
institutions
and
organisations offering services for isolation
and
characterization
of
marine
carbohydrates

Lack of procedures to control quality
and ensure production, archiving and
distribution of carbohydrate products

Develop Standard Operating Procedures
and best practices to control quality and
ensure
production,
archiving
and
distribution of carbohydrate products

Bioassays for marine carbohydrate
isolates

Services for bioassaying
carbohydrate isolates

marine

Provide
list
of
institutions
and Mirjam Czjzek, Roscoff
organisations
offering
services
for
bioassaying marine carbohydrate isolates

Molecular tools and probes for
marine carbohydrate identification
and characterization

Low Rate of discovery, characterization
and upscaling of production of specific
Carbohydrate
Active
Enzymes
(Cazymes).

Knowledge-based
identification
and Mirjam Czjzek, Roscoff
biochemical characterization of novel
marine CAZymes; development of marine
carbohydrate specific anti-bodies

Marine oligosaccharide standards

Production and purification of marine
specific oligosaccharides either for
glycol-arrays or to use as standards in
MS, NMR and other methods of
characterization

Develop a data base and sample base for
purified marine oligosaccharides

Standard Operating
and best practices

Procedures

Services
for
characterization
carbohydrates

on

Deciphering the structural and biological
functions of marine carbohydrates
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3.3 EMBRIC resource map – theoretical example
A user of EMBRIC might choose to access the cross research infrastructure tool
(Fig.1) via the EMBRIC website information (http://www.embric.eu/node/121),
selecting the output they require and exploring the different routes to sourcing the
marine resource needed. If a user wished to find marine microorganisms with the
potential to produce small molecules that were active on a specific chemical target
there are several options available.
If the compounds or the target organisms are known, the search could begin by
visiting the compound libraries or databases available such as that of EUOPENSCREEN or the microorganism catalogues of the mBRCs. A key problem with
this is that not all the data is present and some intuitive searching would need to be
done for related compounds or organisms (taxonomically related or those sharing the
same ecosystem). Such searches can be carried out anonymously but are greatly
assisted by the “curators” of the databases and contacting the coordinating hubs of
the relevant Research Infrastructure such as EU-OPENSCREEN or MIRRI could
help. In the case of a distributed infrastructure such as MIRRI, any single member
mBRC can act as an entry point to the full resources held across the RI and they can
support the user in their search. Often the additional knowledge regarding essential
aspects such as the life cycle of the organism, how to switch on various metabolic
pathways, when (and how) to extract active components, as provided by the experts,
can be useful in broadening the range, and numbers, of potential targets. When
looking for particular compounds such as the proteins, secondary metabolites or
carbohydrates (see Table 12) the chemist can help: accessing such expertise may be
facilitated through the RIs.
The key to supporting the search is to present the data in a way that may be mined
intelligently and appropriately. This means that data across the disciplines must be
made interoperable. This activity is being supported by ELIXIR with all the tools it
currently offers (see Table 8) but still more work is necessary. If a strain originates
from the same substrate, host or habitat, as others with particular attributes, it may
have similar chemistry. To make the link would require habitat and ecosystem
information such as the carbon sources present to understand, for example, the
enzymes necessary. Dynamic links, utilising common ontologies (vocabularies), are
needed if different data sets are to be linked. As an example of ongoing work to
achieve this MIRRI aims to provide high quality, well curated strain data to enable
discovery of new products and properties and drive innovation in microbiology.
Innovative ways to link ecological (substrate and habitat); genomic and chemical
properties; metabolic pathways; taxonomic and environmental relationships, will
assist the user in locating microbial resources to enhance their studies and find new
leads and products.
Generally, the user has a target already in mind and wishes to discover the active
compound themselves through their own in-house screens. In such a case, the role
of the RI would be to help provide as many potential candidates as possible and
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particularly freshly isolated strains with novel attributes. Targeting these as ‘de novo’,
in the vast oceans, is somewhat more difficult but usually begins with a
metagenomics approach. Again, the EMBRIC partners can support targeted isolation
programmes. It is possible to target and “hunt” genes in nature; these can be cloned
and expressed. New discoveries and technologies are appearing swiftly and it should
be possible to target and isolate whole organisms with specific properties e.g. with
recent innovations such as the iChip. Thus, mBRCs with their networks of collectors,
isolators and depositors can support researcher-targeted isolation programmes. An
example scenario for discovery is presented in Figure 4.
Figure 4. A scenario for discovery
Source
Research
Infrastructure
MIRRI and
EMBRC

Stage 1

Institutional
Methodologies

Stage 2

EUOPENSCREEN

OPENSCREEN

Best Practice

Sequenced microorganisms; extracts from mBRCs or
commercial sources; Isolations from the marine environment

ELIXIR and

EU-

Example pipeline

ELIXIR

Development of tools and software for combined metabolite
profile and genome analysis
2.1 (a)
Fermentation in
complementary
media

2.1 (b) Broths
fractionated according
to polarity

2.1 (c) Bioassay
Guided
fractionation

2.1 (d) LCMSMS profiling

2iii Rapid identification of new compounds enabled Mitigation
against wasted resource on compound rediscovery

ELIXIR and
EUOPENSCREEN
Tools

i. Biotech
industry
ii. Institutional
iii. EUOPENSCREEN

i. MIRRI
ii. EUOPENSCREEN

Enzyme
mining

Stage 3 Novel Bioactive Compounds

Extracts and
compounds to
and from
partners –IP –
Compound
Progression

3.i up-scaled
fermentation,
extraction and
purification

3.ii full chemical
characterisation
assisted by
genome reading

3.iii biological
assessment of
compound
bioassay

Stage 4 i. strains cryopreserved and catalogued; ii. Related
extracts and purified compounds stored; related data and
strains and compounds catalogued

Institutional
Methodologies

EUOPENSCREEN
Comparison of
datasets

Institutional
Methodologies

EU-OPENSCREEN and
MIRRI

mBRCs and
compound
libraries

The above workflow describes one approach taken by USTAN (other possibilities
exist, dependent on the specific requirements of the outcome required). All elements
in the above pipeline require additional work in the context of EMBRIC. Each will be
explored in greater depth for existing best practices and technologies before new
solutions are identified for further development outside this project.
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Requirements:
Stage 1

Improved technologies to target, growth and extract production to ensure
access to the full range of properties of the selected organisms

Stage 2

Information, best practices and knowledge transfer to facilitate scale up
Interaction with user community to ensure appropriate characterisation
methods are selected and targeted towards user needs

Stage 3

Parameters to be set by recipients of active compounds including EUOPENSCREEN

Stage 4

Collaboration between RI resource holders and extract library holders to
establish operational framework in quality, regulatory compliance and
business models

However, it is clear that the EMBRIC cluster can help the user develop their own
specific route or pipeline to discovery. In this specific scenario Tables 2-4 above
provide links to where the microorganisms may be sourced to enter at stage 1, with
EU-OPENSCREEN and several institutional partners in the EMBRIC consortium
providing extracts or compounds. At stage 2, ELIXIR and again some of the EMBRIC
cluster partners can provide tools and software for combined metabolite profile and
genome analysis. The technologies and practices at this stage of the pipeline are
institutional but many appear in the scientific literature, on which experienced
practitioners in EMBRIC can advise and to which they can provide references. Tables
6 to 9 of this deliverable provide the offers available via the EMBRIC participating
Research Infrastructures and Table 11 provides some further information on some
selected technologies. Such aspects are also relevant at Stage 3 of the process
outlined above. Unfortunately, the exact expertise, facilities and technologies are not
always clearly explained nor the process for access stated lucidly. Stage 4 is
supported by MIRRI for long-term storage of microbial samples (including DNA and
environmental samples); EU-OPENSCREEN providing compound libraries and
storage with individual mBRCs and institutional compound libraries providing
services.
An examination of the existing capacities of EMBRIC members collaborating in WP3
that possess a protein pipeline has been performed. Platforms are provided by the
Centro de Ciências do Mar, CCMAR, Portugal (services can be accessed at
http://www.ccmar.ualg.pt/index.php?id=1052); Station Biologique de Roscoff, France
(http://www.sb-roscoff.fr/en/research-and-training-centre-marine-biology-andoceanography/services/technological-core-facilities); and the Biomedical Sciences
Research Complex of the University of St Andrews, UK (http://www.standrews.ac.uk/bsrc/). These were presented at the INTERNATIONAL MARINE
MICROBIOME CONFERENCE (MACUMBA) on the 27-30th June in Berlin Germany.
The future development of the EMBRIC mapping exercise will include the
identification of other platforms, describe their capabilities and provide mechanisms
on how such platforms can be identified and linked appropriately to deliver user
specific needs.
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4 Recommendations
There are a number of areas in which the Biological and Medical Science Research
Infrastructures, in particular the EMBRIC cluster, can improve their support for users
of the discovery pipeline.

4.1 Coordinated access to information on resources, facilities
and best practices
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

Portal to marine collections to facilitate use of marine resources
Listings of
existing compound libraries for chemical screens, and
development of coherent pipelines for scientists who want to contribute
novel marine compounds to existing compound libraries
Clearer routes and processes for access to technologies, experts and
facilities available
Comprehensive listing of the tools and technologies and how they can be
used (presented as best practices for all three discovery pipelines, e.g.,
secondary metabolites, proteins and carbohydrates)

4.2 Engagement with the user communities
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Improved confidential bilateral discussions with bioindustry
Design of concise IP regulations in order to speed up discovery pipelines
and attract scientists, as these documents can be long and confusing
Start user driven case studies to test discovery pipelines
Appropriate business models to facilitate companies working with consortia
Communication and outreach of RI activities and capacities
Direction from users on bridging gaps in holdings of resources, organism
and chemical
Establish an EMBRIC newsletter to enhance visibility

4.3 Common practices and standards across RIs
i.
ii.

Each area being addressed by individual RIs independently should be
drawn together through projects such as EMBRIC
Establish operational framework in quality and regulatory compliance

4.4 Further development of on-line tools
i.

ii.

Expand the scope and function of the EMBRIC website information tool
(http://www.embric.eu/node/121) in order to clearly depict discovery
pipelines for scientists that are potentially interested starting collaborations
with EMBRIC partners
Web interfaces to explore solutions to bottlenecks e.g. expert platforms
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4.5 Enrich the Deliverable 3.1 over EMBRIC project life
i.
ii.

iii.

See further work suggested in Annex
Disseminate current deliverable to users and request feedback so that it
becomes user defined (combine with user driven case studies mentioned
in 4.2 iii)
Broaden discussions across the Biological and Medical Sciences Research
Infrastructures and relevant Initiatives to draw on European expertise
further
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5 Conclusion
This deliverable (D3.1) maps the specific expertise and resources within the
participating RIs and partner institutions of EMBRIC, examines the completeness of
the necessary workflows for key types of marine bioproducts and identifies crucial
bottlenecks. Where possible at this early stage it demonstrates strategies to
overcome the gaps and problems identified. To complete the task, feedback from the
completed case studies (WPs 6-8), the Transnational Access studies (WP10) and the
user community will be required.
When seeking active molecules for use as an effective product the first step is to
identify where the potential solution might be. Are there already organisms,
derivatives or even purified compounds that are available (i.e. de-replication) and
how might more be discovered in the marine environment? The first step is therefore
identifying the potential. Twenty collections registered with the World Data Centre for
Microorganisms (WDCM) hold microorganisms sourced from the marine
environment; between them, they house over 334000 strains. Additional collections
were available amongst the EMBRIC partners that were not listed on the WDCM;
additionally, there are many organisms held by scientists in non-registered collections
around the world that are not visible to the researcher. The rest of the 700 plus
collections in the WDCM hold over two million strains of microorganism many of
which may well originate from the marine environment but there is no single place
where all catalogues can be searched and these strains easily revealed. At present
each single collection catalogue would need to be searched and only 85 collections
(holding 356889 strains) are included in the Global Catalogue of Microorganisms
(GCM), with only minimal data made available (http://gcm.wfcc.info/). A concerted
effort, therefore, is needed to make these strains more readily accessible: a task that
can be undertaken by the MIRRI and EMBRIC consortia.
When the species coverage is examined it very easy to see that there are large gaps
between what is known and what is available. There are also estimates that less
than 1% of the microorganisms that are in the environment have been discovered, to
date. Thus, the question remains: how can this vast resource be tapped? Targeting
the organisms and establishing sampling regimes for the chemistry that is needed, is
not straightforward. New approaches such as “culturomics” are being harnessed; this
entails the exhaustive application of culture media and growth conditions for the
maximum recovery of cultivable microorganisms from a biological sample (Lagier et
al. 2012). It may also be possible to add to the traditional methods of “baiting”
environments with substrates to select specific potential based on chemistry or
utilising molecular tools or probes and cloning genes. The danger of simply
employing normal isolation techniques to extract and identify the organisms and to
get them into axenic mono-culture is that the faster growing and/or more common
organisms will be isolated over and over whilst completely missing the slow or yet to
be cultured ones. Work package 6 is tasked with improving growth and increasing
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biomass of rarely isolated organisms in order to discover potentially novel properties
and chemistry amongst these rarely, or never, seen microorganisms.
Genomic DNA analysis using next generation sequencing approaches to examine
total sample DNA for the yet uncultured is the way forward but accessing the relevant
expertise and facilities for this is not always obvious. Characterisation technologies,
data analysis and applications are available and have been identified through this
deliverable. The key function of the research infrastructures is to give access to the
resources needed for a researcher to make discoveries. The EMBRIC web tool and
the information presented in this report should enable a researcher to identify the
most appropriate “route” to deliver their needs. Many of the ELIXIR tools (Table 8)
offer different ways to find and analyse data to enable such compounds to be
identified. The remaining elements in discovery pipelines, scaling up, extraction,
purification and delivery of chemically defined compounds are also elements that
have been designed for some specific cases. EU-OPENSCREEN in particular has
pulled together much of the best practice for chemical screening, and offers longstanding expertise regarding the setup and implementation of chemical screens and
subsequent hit-to-lead optimization. EU-OPENSCREEN works closely with
collaborating chemists and biologists and provides support throughout the entire
screening workflow—from the initial idea to the optimized hit. In the context of
EMBRIC, newly isolated marine compounds can be tested against a variety of
biological assays using EU-OPENSCREEN in order to obtain bioactivity profiles of
newly isolated compounds (e.g., antimicrobial or antiproliferative activities).
Moreover, compounds will be transferred into the EU-OPENSCREEN comprehensive
compound library, thus increasing European visibility. All this is organized in such a
way that no loss of IP occurs.
A fundamental difficulty in assisting bioindustry access the most appropriate targets
is getting specific information from companies to enable delivery of their needs. To
date resource centres and service providers have tried to second-guess what a
company needs, or wants, as they are reluctant to let others know what they are
working on. Enabling companies to access and utilise information in open databases
anonymously misses potential and lessens the opportunity to get the collections and
their networks to make more targets available. Appropriate business models with
non-disclosure agreements are needed and a common agreement enabled for
infrastructure partners to allow others to act on their behalf.
By pooling expertise, a critical mass can be focussed on specific user problems, such
as, the development of dedicated isolation protocols (e.g. selective media to access
the microorganisms that cannot yet be cultivated). In terms of the bottlenecks
associated with specific active molecules, Table 11 addresses secondary
metabolites, carbohydrates and proteins. Gaps between the identification and
chemical characterization of compounds can be addressed and appropriate biological
assay technology to comprehensively test for bioactivities is available already.
Routes from crude extract assay hits to identifying and purifying bioactive compounds
are facilitated across the partner research infrastructures. This may be done through
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access to the most appropriate methodologies and technologies (some identified in
Table 11) e.g. common tools and software. By accessing the research
infrastructures, the loss of resources and time, by rediscovery of known and already
patented compounds, can be avoided (i.e. de-replication). Additionally, this approach
ensures compliance with regulations, ensuring that permissions to collect are
secured where needed and legal obligations are met. Experts in technology transfer
offices across the research infrastructures can also help with expertise or simple
information on routes to market, licensing, product marketing and even production in
some cases. Above all EMBRIC must ensure that in creating such platforms and
gateways to technologies and collaborations that high quality remains a foundation
stone and the information incorporated into a web-based tool that helps users
negotiate the pipeline through the RI facilities best suits user needs. In other words,
provide the operational tools that meet community best practice with appropriate
quality checks and accreditation.
The work of this EMBRIC activity will continue to evolve throughout the project life in
order to address the recommendations made above. As a result users will be
directed toward suitable tools and encouraged to utilise the resources, expertise and
facilities available in the EMBRIC network.
.
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7 List of Abbreviations used
ELIXIR

A distributed infrastructure for life-science information

EMBRC

European Marine Biological Resource Centre

EMBRIC

European Marine Biological Research Infrastructure Cluster

ESFRI

European Strategy Forum for Research Infrastructures

EUOPENSCREEN

European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for Chemical Biology

GPS

Global Positioning System

ISO

International Standards Organisation

MALDI-ToF

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization Time of Flight

mBRC

microbial domain Biological Resource Centre

MIRRI

Microbial Resources Research Infrastructure

MS

Mass Spectrometry

NFP

National Focal Point

NGS

Next-generation sequencing

NMR

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

OECD

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

PIC

Prior Informed Consent

QC

Quality Control

RI

Research Infrastructure

ROV

Remotely Operated underwater Vehicle

SOP

Standard Operation Procedure

WDCM

World Data Centre for Microorganisms

WFCC

World Federation for Culture Collections

WP

Work package
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8 Annex: Work to complete this deliverable at project
end
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

v.
vi.

Ensure its comprehensiveness by engagement with appropriate facilities
and research groups at the institutional and project consortia level both
within and outside the EMBRIC consortium
Ensure that all gaps and bottlenecks are addressed
Work closely with EMBRIC work packages 6, 7 and 8 to test where
appropriate potential solutions to bottlenecks and to take advantage of
lessons learned in their work
Address the recommendations made in section 5 above as far as possible
for example by:
a. Filling in gaps and resolving problems on access to organisms and
compounds
b. Exploring methodologies to access the full potential of the yet to be
isolated and grown from the marine environment
c. Ensuring the tables of information as provided in the deliverable are
comprehensive
d. Compile information resources such as best practices or key
publications lists
e. Seeking feedback and input from user communities
Expand the scope and function of the EMBRIC website information tool
(http://www.embric.eu/node/121)
Compile a list of actions, tools, potential projects that would be valuable to
follow up and enhance the outputs of the EMBRIC project
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